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IN THE SUPREME COURT
OF THE NORTHERN TERRITORY OF AUSTRALIA
No. sec 72 of 1990


BETWEEN:


THE QUEEN


AND:

WAYNE JOHN GILLESPIE


CORAM:	KEARNEY J.

REASONS FOR RULING ON THE VOIR DIRE
(Delivered 24 September 1990)

On 18 September 1990 I ruled (pp.165-6 of the transcript), following a voir dire, that evidence of certain admissions by the accused could be placed before the jury by the Crown.	I said that the reasons for that decision would be published if required at the conclusion of the trial.
The jury returned its verdict on 20 September, and the prisoner was sentenced today.	I now publish the reasons for the ruling on the voir dire.

The charges

On 17 September 1990 the accused pleaded not guilty to all 3 counts in an Indictment on which he was arraigned that day.	The first count was a charge of aggravated unlawful assault on the 25th February 1989, with intent to commit an act of gross indecency on a 4 year old boy.	The second count, alternative to the first count, charged the accused










with committing an act of gross indecency with the boy on
25 February 1989.	The third count, alternative to the second count, charged the accused with indecently dealing with the boy on 25 February 1989.	Under s.336(2) of the Code the accused's trial was deemed to have begun and he was deemed to have been brought to trial, following his pleas.

The grounds for a voir·dire

Pursuant to s.26L of the Evidence Act, Mr Davies of counsel for the accused immediately sought a voir dire, before any jury was empanelled to try the case.	The purpose of the voir dire, he said, was two-fold: to determine whether 2 audio tapes lasting some 6 minutes which the Crown proposed to tender in evidence before the jury, were in law admissible in evidence on the trial; and, if they were admissible as a matter of law, to determine whether they should be excluded from the evidence placed before t_he jury, in the exercise of the Court's discretion.	These tapes were said to contain incriminating admissions by the accused when he was interviewed by Detective Senior Constable Evans at Berrimah Police Centre on the afternoon of Saturday
25 February 1989.

Mr Davies challenged the admission of the tapes into evidence before the jury on alternative grounds; one, that the admissions, therein recorded, were not made voluntarily; the other, that the tapes should be rejected in the Court's discretion to exclude a voluntary admission.


	Voluntariness of the admissions


First, he submitted, the state of the evidence was such that the Crown was not able to prove on the balance of probabilities that the admissions by the accused recorded on

the tapes were made voluntarily, in the sense referred to in McDermott v The King (1948) 76 CLR 501 and in MacPherson v The Queen (1981) 147 CLR 512.	If this proved to be so, he submitted, those authorities established that the lack of proof that the admissions had been made voluntarily meant that evidence of those admissions was inadmissible as a matter of law.

I accept that as a general proposition of law; see McDermott (supra) at p.511, per Dixon J and MacPherson (supra) at p.519 per Gibbs CJ and Wilson J.	A confessional statement made out of Court by an accused person may not be admitted in evidence against him on his trial for the crime to which it relates unless it is proved on the probabilities to have been voluntarily made, in the sense that he made it in the exercise of his free choice to speak or to be silent. If he made it because his will to be silent was overborne, it does not matter how his will was overborne.

The evidence on which Mr Davies said he would attack the admissibility of the tapes on the basis that the admissions therein were not voluntary, was twofold.

First, as a result of an assault made on the accused earlier that afternoon by an eye witness to the accused's alleged crime, the accused had sustained serious injuries which included a bloody nose, a cut lip and a broken arm. Yet Detective Senior Constable Evans had refused his request, made at about 4 pm, to be taken to hospital for medical attention.	As a result of his injuries, and of his being detained without any medical attention in the Berrimah Police Centre for a considerable time, his will to speak or be silent was overborne, in Mr Davies' submission, and his admissions as recorded on the tapes were not made in the exercise of a free and meaningful choice to speak or to be
silent.








Second, there would be evidence by the accused that Detective Senior Constable Evans had stopped the first tape-recording he was making of his interview with the accused, after the accused had given a version of events which exculpated him.	Mr Davies said that the accused would testify that Evans had then struck him a back-hander across the face, rewound the tape, and started interviewing and recording again; this resulted in the first of the 2
tapes which the Crown sought to tender, in which the accused made an incriminating admission.	During that re-recording of that interview, Mr Davies alleged, the accused again received a back-hander across the face from Evans.
Mr Davies submitted that this behaviour by the police officer meant that the accused's subsequent incriminating admissions were inadmissible: they were made because he had been intimidated, and so were not made voluntarily and were thus inadmissible.

	The discretion to exclude voluntary admissions


If the court was of opinion that the admissions were made voluntarily in the sense required by the law, so that the tapes were admissible in evidence, Mr Davies
submitted that nevertheless the accused would prove facts such that the court would be persuaded to exercise its discretion to exclude evidence of those admissions from the Crown evidence to be placed before the jury.	In this connection he submitted that the effect of the evidence to be led would be that the admissions should be excluded in fairness to the accused, and, if not, they should be excluded on considerations of public policy.	I turn to these two suggested grounds of exclusion, and the evidence said to be relied on in relation thereto.








	Exclusion for unfairness


The evidence on which Mr Davies said he would rely to exclude voluntary admissions from the evidence to be placed before the jury, on the grounds of fairness, was again the physical state of the accused  at the time he was interviewed by Evans.	Mr Davies submitted that the fairness principle required that the admissions the accused made when he was in such a physical and mental condition should be excluded.	Further, the questioning by Evans was in breach of para.11 of Police Standing Order No.I dealing with the treatment of persons to be questioned.	I was told that paragraph 11 provides:-

"No accused or suspected person should be interviewed unless the members concerned are satisfied that the person is sober, well, and not overtired at the time of the interview.	Should it be shown that the person was interviewed whilst influenced by liquor to a disabling extent, was ill, injured, or overtired, any answers given would be inadmissible."


Mr Davies submitted that because Evans' questioning was in breach of para.11, it involved improper conduct by the police; and thus fairness to the accused required that evidence of the admissions made as a result of that questioning should be excluded.

This submission, based on two aspects of the evidence and going to fairness, was said to be founded on the law as stated in Cleland v	The Queen (1982) 151 CLR 1 and Williams v The Queen (1986) 161 CLR 278.

In Cleland (supra) it was held that where it appears that a voluntary confession was procured by unlawful or improper conduct on the part of law enforcement officers, the trial judge should consider whether the statement should








be excluded either on the ground that it would be unfair to the accused to allow it to be admitted, or on the ground that, on bal nce, relevant considerations of public policy require that it be excluded.

Cleland made his confession during a period of unlawful detention; he did not allege he was improperly treated or subjected to any pressure to make him confess.	Gibbs CJ at
p.5 noted that a voluntary confession could be rejected, as a matter of discretion, if it was obtained in circumstances that would render it unfair to use it against the accused. What is "unfair" depends on the circumstances of the case; see generally R v Lee (1950) 82 CLR 133, on the "unfairness" discretion.	I consider that while the relevant unfairness must arise from the circumstances in which the incriminatory admission was made, the question on the voir dire is not whether the treatment of the confessionalist was unfair, but whether the reception into evidence of his admissions would be unfair to him in the sense that they would prejudice the fairness of his trial, because the circumstances in which they were obtained made them in some way unreliable or untrustworthy (though voluntary); see generally
Cleland v The Queen (supra) at pp.18 and 34; Williams v The Queen (supra) at p.286 and Van der Meer v The Queen (1988) 82 ALR 109 at p.26.

In Williams (supra) at p.286 the High Court said:-


"	- the unfair methods by which evidence has been obtained may not affect the reliability of the evidence, and in consequence it may not be unfair to admit it against the accused." (emphasis mine)


	Discretion to exclude voluntary admissions on grounds of public policy


The second ground on which Mr Davies relied for the discretionary exclusion of the admissions, was public policy.	He submitted that the court should not condone the holding of the accused by the Police for questioning, in  the physical state he was in at the time, particularly in the light of s.137 and s.138 para (m) of the Police Administration Act.	He based this submission on the law as stated in Bunning v Cross (1977-78) 141 CLR 54.	In general,
.he submitted that ss.137 and 138 (m) meant that a suspect could be detained for a "reasonable period" for investigation and questioning; and in determining what was a "reasonable period", the time during which questioning was suspended or delayed to allow the suspect to receive medical attention should as far as possible be taken into account.
In Mr Davies' submissipn, in the light of these statutory
provisions, and in the circumstances of the case, the police should have taken the accused for medical attention before questioning him, and not vice versa.

I note that the public policy discretion to exclude voluntary incriminating admissions made in circumstances such that their use in evidence against the accused would not be unfair, in the sense that they are not unreliable or untrustworthy, is firmly established; see Cleland v The Queen (supra) at p.34, per Dawson J.	The exercise of this discretion involves weighing the competing public aims of convicting offenders and protecting individuals from unlawful and improper treatment.	As Dawson J said:-

"The rule in Bunning v Cross posits an objective test, concerned not so much with the position of an accused individual but rather with whether the illegal or improper conduct complained of in a particular case is of sufficient seriousness or frequency of occurrence as to warrant sacrificing


the community's desire to see the guilty convicted in order to express disapproval of, and to discourage, the use of unacceptable methods in achieving that end."


The evidence on the voir dire

I heard evidence on the voir dire from 6 police officers and from the accused.	Detective Senior Constable Evans had died in March this year.

Constables Gokel and Vale had arrested the accused as he sat injured in a park adjoining the rear of premises No. 48 Melastoma Drive Palmerston on Saturday afternoon 25 February 1989.	They drove him to the Berrimah Police Centre in the back of their Police wagon at about 2.35 pm.	At that time the only clothing which the accused wore was a shirt.
Their evidence was that there was blood coming from the accused's nose, covering one side of his face; he appeared a little dazed and a little distressed.	They said he was asked his name; the accused denied that they asked him his name.	Constable Vale described him as quiet, solemn, withdrawn and said he appeared to be injured.	He said that he had led the accused to the police vehicle, holding him by the right arm.	The constables said that they had radioed ahead to Berrimah Police Centre requesting a blanket for the
accused as they had no blanket in their vehicle. that a blanket was provided for the accused when
 They they
 said
arrived at the Watchhouse at the Centre.	Their evidence was that the accused did not ask them to take him for medical treatment; the accused agreed, saying	"- - those [uniformed] police officers do nothing for you" (transcript p.102) •

The accused said that he had walked to the police vehicle himself and no police officer had held him by his arm; he also insisted that he was given a blanket at the time of his arrest in the park, by these 2 police officers.


I accept the account given by Constables Gokel and Vale in preference to the account given by the accused.	I did not find him convincing whereas the 2 police officers, whose account was in no way controversial, were obviously honest and appeared to have a good recall of events.	It is possible that the accused's inaccurate recall is indicative of his dazed condition at that time.

Detective Sergeant Casey was on duty at Berrimah Police Centre when the accused arrived there.	He said he had arranged for a blanket for the accused, and he also arranged for him to be photographed.	He had earlier arranged for Detective Sergeant Murphy and Detective Senior Constable Evans to come on duty a little earlier than 4 pm, the time at which they were rostered to take up duties, in order that they could investigate the offence the accused was suspected of having committed.	He said he saw these 2 police officers shortly before 3 pm when he himself went off duty.

Detective Sergeant Casey said he was concerned by the accused's appearance, because he was "covered in blood"; however, on inspection of the accused, it appeared to him that it was just blood from his nose and he "appeared to suffer no other injuries," though he had a swollen arm.	He described the accused as upset and a little bit tearful at first; he considered the accused was probably in a slight state of shock.	He said that the accused had told him that his arm was sore but apart from that "he didn't seem unduly worried about much."	He said that during the course of his initial observation of the accused, in the company of the police photographer, he had asked the accused whether he wanted to have medical treatment, and the accused declined to have any.

Sergeant Casey said that he had spent 9 years in the CIB as at February 1989 and was well aware of the requirement



that a suspect must be "must be mentally and physically OK", before being interviewed.	He said he had briefed
Sergeant Murphy and Detective Senior Constable Evans when they arrived as to the accused's "appearance and condition", and thereafter he had left matters in their hands, as he was going off duty at 3 pm.	He said:-

"I was quite happy in myself that he did not appear to be suffering anything major.	He was not complaining himself, and didn't wish to seek medical assistance."

He did not consider it "uncommon" or "inappropriate" that the accused should have remained in the CIB area with blood over him.

Sergeant Murphy testified that she saw the accused sitting in an interview room, but she never spoke to him. She handled other aspects of the police investigation into the offence which the accused was suspected of having committed, but she left the interviewing of the accused to Detective Senior Constable Evans and Detective James.	She described the accused as sitting in an interview room wearing a bloodied shirt with a blanket around him, and with blood on his face.

Sergeant Murphy stated that the recording equipment in the (second) interview room used for the later
tape-recording of the interview Evans/accused, only had provision for recording.

After the accused had been interviewed by Evans, she said that she and Evans took him to the hospital after he had first been charged in the Watchhouse.	At no time did she hear the accused complain of pain and she considered that when taken to the hospital he was in the same condition as she had observed him to be earlier, in the (first) interview room.








Her evidence about the time she came on duty, originally quite positive, was in fact clearly in error - she was telephoned at her home at about 2.30 pm and did not arrive at Berrimah Police Centre at that time.

On her arrival, she said, she had enquired of  Sergeant Casey as to the accused's physical condition, and had been informed that he was not complaining of pain and "didn't particularly want to go to the hospital or get any treatment."	At no time did she speak to the accused, to enquire as to how he felt or whether he wished to have medical attention.	She left this to Evans whom she had
assigned to interview the accused; she said that Evans later
reported
 to her on
 the accused's physical condition.	In
this connection, I note that para.11 of Police Standing
Order No.1 appears to throw primary responsibility for assessing a suspect's condition upon the interviewing officer, in this case Evans.

Detective James sat in on the taped interview Evans/accused, as corroborating officer on 25 February 1989. He first saw the accused between 3.45 pm and 4 pm on
25 February.	His description of the accused's physical condition accorded with that already given by other police officers.	He saw Evans go in to the (first) interview room at least twice, where the accused was then sitting.

He said that at 4.55 pm the accused was taken to the (second) interviewing room, equipped for the tape recording of interviews.	Two tapes were in the tape recorder.	The interview was commenced at 4.59 pm, but after a few minutes the tape seized; it was removed from the recorder at
5.04 pm.	The original tape was then sealed; it became Exhibit Pll on the voir dire.	He then made 2 further copies of the second recorded tape on the dubbing machine, and left the room to fetch a glass of water for the accused and








obtain 4 new tapes.	He denied the suggestion put to him in the cross-examination that he had never left the interviewing room.	Evans then inserted 2 of the new tapes into the tape recorder and the interview recommenced at 5.22 pm.	This second interview ended at 5.23 pm, when the accused complained of being ill.	He was shortly afterwards taken to the hospital by Evans and Murphy.

I note that there is a background voice on the tape Exhibit Pll; Detective James said that this emanated from the recording machine, and stated the passage of time at short intervals.

He explained that there was a high-speed tape dubber in the interviewing room which he had used to make the 2 copies of the tape from the second tape in the tape recorder.

He said that on no occasion had he seen Evans hit the accused.	He denied in toto the accused's (later) account that 3 tape recordings had been made, and that the first tape had been over-recorded by what is now exhibit Pll.	He admitted to some confusion in his belief that during the taped interviews the accused was wearing a clean shirt obtained by Evans; at some time Evans had done this.	The accused denied that he had ever been given a clean shirt.
Detective James denied in cross-examination that he had ever had any "physical contact" with the accused, a matter which in fact the accused never alleged against him, when he came to give evidence.	He denied that the accused had said that he wanted to go to hospital; he said that after the second tape recording had been stopped Detective Evans asked the accused if he wanted to go to hospital.

He said that there was a change in the accused's condition - he complained of pains in the second tape Exhibit Pl2 - as soon as he started drinking the water given to him.


The accused testified as to the events of 25 February 1989.	His account was as follows.		That afternoon at the house in Melastoma Drive he wanted to defecate.			The toilet in the house was occupied.	He went to the back of the house, apparently to defecate on the lawn.		For this purpose he took down his jeans.		Then Mr McDonald came running out saying:	"I'm going to kill you."	Mr McDonald then went back inside the house and re-emerged with a stick but "by that time I was up and gone" into the park.	The accused said that to get up he took off his jeans because "I couldn't move properly"; he ran to the park and was presumably assaulted there because he became unconscious, regaining his consciousness when 2 policemen arrived.	One   of them gave him a blanket.		They put him into the police wagon and took him to Berrimah Police Centre.		He was feeling "pretty crook", with a bleeding nose, a sore wrist, and pains in the stomach.	He said "all I wanted to do was go to the hospital."		At Berrimah Police Station he said he asked Evans at some time he could not specify if he could go to the hospital but was told "not until I made a statement", and a vehicle became available.	He could not recall having had any discussions with Sergeant Casey.	He said he was not free to leave the Centre - which is correct - and "I had no choice in the matter whatsoever" as to what was happening to him.	By the time of the interview (about 4.55 pm) he described himself as ""pretty crook" and "pretty upset"".
He said that there were 6 - 8 cassettes in the second
interview room, and there was a small tape recorder on the table.

He said that at the interview he gave Evans the version of events which is described above and then, in the presence of James -

"[Evans] sort of stopped the tape, walked around to me, whacked me around on the side of the face here. He said - his exact words were, 'listen mate, just




put whatever you did to the boy.	Either you sucked him off, played with him, whatever you did, say it so we can get it on tape and I'll take you to the hospital'" (transcript, p.91).

Then, he said, the two tapes were removed from the main recorder, rewound on the small recorder on the table, put back into the main recorder, and the interview commenced again.

He said that Evans "whacked" him again during the second interview because he was going to give his own version of events again, "so I started saying what he wanted me to say", so that "the quicker I got the recording over and done with the quicker I can go to hospital."	He said that after about 4 minutes the tape jammed; that tape is Exhibit Pll.

The accused claimed to be able to detect the sounds of this second "whack" on Exhibit Pll when it was played in court.	He identified it as occurring just after the word "started" in the course of Evans' question:-

"Do you agree that before - immediately before this interview started two tapes were unsealed in your presence?"

The accused was quite positive about this identification. There was some kind of noise on the tape at that point.
However, during the continued playing of the tape and shortly afterwards he said that just before the words "oh, sorry" in his statement "I went out to the toilet - oh, sorry, we were having a bit of a - - - ", Evans had "whacked" him.	He said later that there was only one assault recorded on the tape Exhibit Pll.	At transcript
	he said that he was "quite positive" that that "whack" had occurred just before he said the words "oh, sorry".	At
	he said that there could have been three assaults, "I don't know."	He was asked at p.121:-



"Q.	There was no more assaults after that [that is, after the first two]?
	Far as I know, yes."


He said that the noise of sniffling which is clearly apparent on Exhibit Pll was attributable to his sniffling and crying.	He said that James never left the tape interview room at any time during the three recordings the accused deposed to; and that James had never given him a glass of water, but had given him a cigarette.

On Exhibit Pll he answered "yeah" to Evans' question "Do you feel all right at the moment?"	He explained this by saying -

"Because I was afraid of my life, with the bloke that was doing the recording [Evans]"

He said that he made the admission on Exhibit Pll that he had sucked the boy's penis "only because what he [Evans] put into my head - - - •	He said that no copying of the tapes had taken place in the interview room in his presence.	He agreed that he had not complained subsequently to the hospital staff about Police mistreatment.

I found the accused a most truculent and witness.	Clearly, he is not a person to be
 aggressive easily
intimidated.	Nevertheless, the events of that particular day and their effect on him must be borne in mind.	Even so, I am satisfied that to say as he did, that he was "afraid for his life" as a result of two slaps to the face, amounts to ludicrous exaggeration.	His evidence as a whole bore every hallmark of wanton disregard for the truth and a complete willingness to say anything that he thought might advance his case.	He was an unimpressive liar.	Where his evidence conflicts with that of any of the Police witnesses, I have no hesitation in accepting the account of those witnesses.


Conclusions

On reviewing the evidence, and accepting as I do the account given by the Police witnesses, I am satisfied on the balance of probabilities that the admission in Exhibit Pll that the accused had sucked the boy's penis, was made voluntarily.	I do not consider that the accused's will was overborne when he made that admission.	I consider that he confessed in the exercise of his free choice, at that time. I do not consider that the effect of his having been kept at the Centre in the condition he was in, overbore his will.	I do not accept Mr Davies' submission that the accused felt that he was in "an incredibly weak and vulnerable position." I am satisfied that Evans did not assault the accused, as he alleged.	I accept that shortly after he was given water by Detective James, he became ill with pains in the stomach.
The fact that when he was given water at the hospital later he immediately vomited it out, tends to some degree to corroborate Detective James' account, which I accept in any event.	It was clear from listening to the tape Exhibit P12 that the accused became suddenly ill with pains in his stomach.

As to the accused having asked the now-deceased Evans when they were alone together to go to the hospital, I am not prepared to accept the accused's account of that, because overall I found him to lack credibility.

Although the accused was clearly assaulted at about 2 pm on 25 February 1989, and the photographs show him with blood all over his face, and the medical records show a broken nose and a non-displacement fracture of a bone in his arm, I am satisfied that his injuries were not such as to prevent his being interviewed by the Police in accordance with para.11 of Standing Order No.1.	I accept that a fracture of the arm though without displacement, must have caused him








some pain.	I do not accept that his condition deteriorated between about 2.50 pm and 4.00 pm on 25 February.	Clearly, his condition deteriorated after he drank the water he was given by Detective James, shortly before the tape Exhibit Pl2 commenced at 5.22 pm.

For the above reasons I consider that the admission on the tape Exhibit Pll was made voluntarily.	I turn to the question of whether the evidence of this voluntary admission should be excluded as a matter of discretion.

I am not satisfied that the reception of the incriminating admission in Exhibit Pll into evidence on the trial would be unfair to the accused in the sense that it would prejudice his fair trial.	I do not consider that the circumstances surrounding the making of that admission, including the mental attitude of the accused at the time, renders it unreliable or untrustworthy.

I am not satisfied on the facts that it has been shown that the voluntary admissions should be excluded on some ground of public policy.	I do not consider  that there was any procedural unfairness or impropriety by the Police which led to that admission.	The essence of Mr Davies' argument under this heading was that the accused's physical condition at the time was such that he should not have been questioned before being taken to the hospital.	I do not consider that he was suffering pain to a degree which disadvantaged him psychologically at the time of the interview.	I note that when he first complained of pain - during the taped 5.22 pm interview, Exhibit Pl2 - the interview was discontinued immediately and he was shortly thereafter taken to hospital. It is of course necessary that the Police take a suspect to the hospital when he needs medical attention and requests it; but that was not the case here as at the time when the interview Exhibit Pll was recorded.








I do not accept Mr Davies' submission that this was a case where basic human rights were infringed by the Police. There is no question, on the facts as I have found them to be, that by the admission of the evidence in Exhibit Pll the Police are being given Court approval to question a suspect who requires medical attention, before ensuring that he receives that attention.

For the reasons above stated I do not reject the voluntary admission in Exhibit Pll as a matter of discretion.

The above are the reasons for the ruling on the voir dire of 18 September 1990.





